The Computer society (Jr.) conducted its first event TECHBASH’18 on 3rd August,2018. The event began
with an enlightening workshop on Blockchain Technology which was followed by QuizIT ; A Mega Quiz
consisting of eliminations backed by 7 interesting and mind boggling rounds.
The workshop was delivered by a renowned ethical hacker Mr
Sachin Dedhia. Mr. Sachin Dedhia is an independent Cyber Crime
Investigator and also a certified Ethical Hacker. He is also the
founder of SKYNET SECURE; a company established to promote
cyber crime security and internet security awareness. He has
successfully conducted over 500 seminars and workshops and
enlightened over 50000 students. Adding to these numbers was
this workshop
conducted by our
society for the students of NM College.
The workshop focused on the various cryptocurrencies
existing in the international market and how Bitcoin
dominates over all of them. The students also learnt about
the power of cryptocurrency and the functioning of the
website "The coin market cap". The speaker then answered a
number of questions raised by the curious minds attending
the workshop.
It was indeed an informative and an interactive workshop which enhanced the knowledge of many techsavvy minds.
After the workshop, the results of the eliminations which were
conducted just before the same were declared. The top 4 teams
were selected out of the 50 teams that appeared for the
eliminations which tested their logic, mathematical skills and GK.
The 4 teams readily faced the first 2 rounds of the quiz:General
Knowledge & Current Affairs.
It was now time for a twist! This is when the element of "Wildcard
Entry" was introduced in the quiz. The eliminated teams got one
last chance to revive their position in the game.
The quiz was continued with 5 teams (incorporating the wildcard team) who now faced the third round
excitedly.
The next 2 rounds raised the curiosity and stress of the teams as the quiz was now to end.
7 questions were fired at each team in a span of one minute to unleash the "Rapid Fire" round which
wrapped up the quiz or rather heated it up .

There was a flurry and excitement in the room as
the winners were declared, the interesting part
being that the wildcard team had bagged the first
position in the quiz. The winners were then given
away their certificates and prizes sponsored by
Sundaram ; A leading manufacturer in the paper
industry. The winners of the quiz were Vaishvi
Thaker and Ishika Shah from FYJC I and the runner
ups were Ramanathan Iyer and Manas Meher from
SYJC H.
The teams that qualified to the Finals reflected great zeal and spirit and enjoyed the quiz. The audience
too showed great enthusiasm by actively participating in the quiz without which the event wouldn’t
have been such a great success.
It was certainly a great beginning to TECHBASH-18!

